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Stefan Blach is a Principal at SDL with over 20 years of experience. He 
received a Dip. in Architecture from the Technische Universität Berlin in 
1991. Since 1992, he has played key roles in many of the major projects. 
Stefan worked on the Jewish Museum Berlin (opened 1999) as one of 
the lead architects, he led the team for the completion of the 2,000 seat 
Grand Canal Theater project in Dublin in 2010, the Extension to the Felix 
Nussbaum Haus which opened in 2011, and the Military History Museum 
in Dresden which opened in October 2011. 

SDL | Stefan Blach | Principal Architect

Joe Rom graduated from the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, MI with a 
BSc and a Masters of Architecture degree in 1997 and 1999 respectively. 
He joined Studio Daniel Libeskind in 2003 and subsequently worked on 
the World Trade Center master plan. Joe has been involved with numerous 
projects from design, documentation to construction, managing the 
architectural teams, coordinating consultants and presenting to clients. 
Examples of these projects include the Contemporary Jewish Museum 
San Francisco and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Milan, Italy. 

SDL | Joe Rom | Senior Associate Architect

Noah Wadden has over 10 years of experience in international building 
design and construction. He earned his Masters of Architecture from 
Princeton University in 2004, and a Bachelor of Arts from Vassar College 
in 2000. Mr. Wadden joined the studio in 2005, and has played a pivotal 
role on a wide variety of projects, including residences at City Life in Milan, 
Reflections at Keppel Bay in Singapore, the Jewish Museum Academy in 
Berlin, and the master plan and design of office buildings in the Yongsan 
International Business District in Seoul. 

SDL | Noah Wadden | Associate Architect

Daniel Libeskind, B.Arch. M.A. BDA AIA is an international figure in 
architectural practice, theory and urban design. He is well known for 
his unique built works and for introducing a new critical discourse into 
architecture and for his multidisciplinary approach. 
Born in Poland, one year after the end of WWII, Daniel went to America 
as a teenager and became a virtuoso Musician at a very young age. In 
1989 he won a competition to design the Jewish Museum in Berlin. He 
has gone on to design numerous landmark buildings in America, Europe 
and Asia and he designed and delivered the master plan the Ground 
Zero site in New York.
Daniel is the Principal Design Architect in Studio Libeskind and will be 
responsible for all design decisions and he will be the conductor of the 
architectural design orchestra. This project will be developed with a 
consistent core team that will work together throughout the realization 
of the project. 
In collaboration with Project Principals, Associates and the entire Design 
Team, Daniel Libeskind will take the design through all phases of the 
project and will be constantly involved, whether it is in the larger design 
issues or in the details. The design outcome will be produced with his full 
attention and oversight.

SDL | Daniel Libeskind | Team Leader | Design Director

Ching-Wen Lin AIA LEED AP received her Master of Architecture from 
Princeton University in 1993 and a Bachelor of Architecture from Chung 
Yuan Christian University, Taiwan in 1989. She joined the Studio in 2007.  
Ching-Wen will be New York coordinator responsible for LEED building 
design, local code review and technical content of the deliverables. She 
will work closely with GHD engineers and landscape architects. Her 
experience working on LEED certified buildings and complex large scale 
developments will make her a valuable member of the design team.

SDL | Ching-Wen Lin | Associate Architect

Studio Daniel Libeskind | Key People
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3 May 2013

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

It is with great pleasure and excitement that we submit our proposal for 
the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct. It would be a particular honour for our 
team, Studio Dainiel Libeskind + GHD, to have an opportunity to make 
an important cultural contribution to the City and South East Queensland. 
Gold Coast has a very clear and iconic identity. The spectacular site and 
visionary project offers an incredible opportunity to integrate a world class 
cultural development and destination into the urban fabric of Gold Coast 
to help expand and reconfigure the civic and cultural heart of the city.

I believe that architecture is communicative. Each building and public place 
has to tell a unique and particular story reflecting both the programmatic 
content and the individuality of the site. The design for Gold Coast Cultural 
Precinct must radiate a new spirit and become a vibrant and sustainable 
addition to the city. The project should complement and enhance the 
recent developments in the district and respond to the specificity of the 
site with a bold, visionary design coupled with sustainable innovation 
and engineering practicality. The design team believes that architectural 
boldness, spatial inventiveness, and functional ingenuity can be fused 
together to create an unprecedented experience for the public.

Studio Daniel Libeskind + GHD have formed a true team, we not only 
complement each other’s skills – we are like minded and sincerely enjoy 
collaborating as we did for the Peace Centre of Northern Ireland’s Former 
Maze Prison. Our team also includes cultural programmers, Artscape, 
who have teamed with both SDL + GHD previously and Kevin O’Brien who 
has been a colleague for many years. We are collectively designers and 
professionals with many years of experience in the creation of a variety 
of successful cultural and civic projects around the world. We will have a 
dedicated project design studio at GHD’s existing Robina office and our 
team will work locally with civic, community and cultural organisations. A 
strong and collaborative team relationship is important to create a design 
that is not only responsive to the client’s program but is innovative and 
distinctive.

Studio Daniel Libeskind + GHD provide outstanding knowledge of cultural 
and civic precincts. We have completed and are currently designing 
and realizing museums, educational facilities, cultural institutions and 
performing arts centres in a variety of locations across a wide range of 
scales, programs and urban and cultural contexts. We are genuinely 
excited by the opportunity to collaborate with you for the Gold Coast 
Cultural Precinct. I hope to have the opportunity to discuss the details of 
the project and our proposal with you in more detail in person at the next 
stage.

Thank you and we look forward to working with you on this most inspiring 
project.

Studio Daniel Libeskind
2 Rector Street 19th Floor, New York NY 10006 USA
T  |  +1 212 497 9100    F  |  +1 212 285 2130

Primary Bid Contact  |  GHD
Level 13 – The Rocket,  203 Robina Town Centre Drive, Robina QLD 4226 
Michael Hegarty  |  Principal Architect
T  |  02 9239 7236   M |  0457 539 525
E  |  michael.hegarty@ghd.com 

GHD + Artscape + Kevin O’Brien | Key People

Michael has over 25 years experience and is a registered architect in the 
UK, Ireland and Australia. He was architect of the VOID Art Gallery, Derry; 
Sollus Ulster-Scots Cultural Centre, Tyrone and the Museum of Free Derry.  
Awarded the Royal Society for the Arts Award for Art and Architecture in 
2001, he was on the UK Steering Group for the Venice International 
Architecture Biennale 2010. He was previously Director of PLACE, has 
considerable experience in urban regeneration and is a leading member of 
the Academy of Urbanism.  For this project Michael will be based at GHD’s 
Gold Coast office and coordinate our team in New York and Australia.  
Michael has a collaboration history with Daniel Libeskind and will ensure 
close knit integrated team focus is applied to achieving successful delivery. 

Nick is a Board Member of QLD Urban Design Alliance, lectures in the 
Masters of Design program at QUT, and is completing a PhD on emergent 
urbanism and resilience. Nick has extensive experience on architectural, 
urban design, landscape architectural and infrastructure projects, including 
many on the Gold Coast, such as: Oracle, Southport Central, Jewel, and 
Main Place. He has expertise on subtropical urbanism, urban character, 
urban resilience.  He was part of the team to develop the Local Food 
Scoping Study for Gold Coast City Council. 

Kevin O’Brien is a practising architect. He has a B.Arch (1995) and M.Phil 
(2006) from the University of Queensland. He established Kevin O’Brien 
Architects in 2006. In 2012, he directed the Finding Country Exhibition at 
the 13th Venice Architecture Biennale. In 2013, he was appointed Professor 
of Design at the Queensland University of Technology.  Kevin brings a 
thorough understanding of the local cultural context and civic places 
generally.

Merran has over 25 years experience of cultural planning, public art 
policies, curatorship & delivery of public art projects in urban and culture-
led regeneration projects.  Her interest is in integrating art with the cultural 
character and identity of a place to stimulate holistic outcomes. She curated 
& managed Darling Harbour public art project with 13 artists, co-curated 
streetscape artworks on Campbell Parade, Bondi Beach, commissioned 
artworks for Galaxy Resort & Casino, China and Surfers Paradise Fire 
Station for the QLD Government’s Art Built in program. 

Sat has 28 years experience as Engineering Design Manager and 
Structural Engineer on Buildings, Transportation, Energy, Resources, 
Environment and Water projects. He has international as well as extensive 
local experience, including projects such as Al Raha Beach development in 
Abu Dhabi, the Coff’s Harbour Infrastructure Program, Brisbane’s Green 
Bridge, and the Nerang Pool redevelopment.  Sat has been widely 
published across a range of topics, including a research paper on the 
benefits of a Quadruple Bottom Line approach to sustainable development.

GHD | Michael Hegarty | Principal Architect  | Project Director

GHD | Nick McGowan | Principal Landscape Architect + Urban Designer

GHD | Satyajit Datar | Principal Infrastructure Engineer

Tai has over 11 years of experience specialising in sustainable and low-
energy design of buildings and urban developments. He has a holistic 
approach to sustainable design and is an advanced user of LEED, 
BREEAM, One Planet Living, Green Star, LOTUS and BeamPlus 
methodologies. Tai has international experience across a range of projects 
with world leading architects including Studio Daniel Libeskind.  He 
promotes passive solutions and as a building physics specialist, he delivers 
sustainable solutions that are scientifically verified.  

GHD | Tai Hollingsbee | Environmental Sustainability

PEER REVIEW| Kevin O’Brien | Architect + Professor of Design QUT

ARTSCAPE | Merran Morrison | Cultural Place Programming
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Studio Daniel Libeskind | Relevant Projects GHD | Relevant Projects

Kevin O’Brien | Relevant Project

GHD | SA State Cultural Precinct Masterplan | Adelaide, Australia | 2012
Michael Hegarty led the GHD team that worked with the South Australia Government Architect, 
Arts SA, Integrated Design Commission, Taylor Cullity, and McBride Charles Ryan on a 20 year 
master plan for Adelaide North Terrace cultural precinct - including Art Gallery SA, SA Museum, 
History SA, ArtLab, State Library of SA. GHD provided the spatial planning by developing a data 
rich platform to inform the public domain and architectural form for the precinct.  

GHD | Fraser Coast Cultural Centre | Hervey Bay,  Australia | 2012
The Fraser Coast Cultural Centre is a public asset that incorporates high quality public realm 
with exemplar architecture. The intent was to develop conceptual and material selection 
cohesiveness between the external landscape and internal built spaces, to create a distinct 
character, drawing on the natural, cultural and economic context of the region. 

Kevin O’Brien | Finding Country | Research + Venice Biennale 2012 Exhibition
Finding Country is concerned with the radical tension between Country and City. It has been 
pursued as a series of cultural contributions since 2006. Works of writing, art, performance and 
architecture, located at the conflictive intersection of opposing forces, have continued to explore 
this tension. The most recent event was the Finding Country Exhibition held as an independent 
and official Collateral Event at the 13th Venice Architecture Biennale, 2012.

SDL | Jewish Museum Berlin | Berlin, Germany | 1999
The Jewish Museum Berlin, which opened to the public in 2001, exhibits the social, political 
and cultural history of the Jews in Germany from the 4th century to the present. The museum 
explicitly presents and integrates, for the first time in postwar Germany, the repercussions of 
the Holocaust. The new extension is housed on the site of the original Prussian Court of Justice 
building which was completed in 1735.

SDL | Imperial War Museum | Manchester, England | 2001
The Imperial War Museum tells the story of how war has affected the lives of British and 
Commonwealth citizens since 1914. The design concept is that of a globe which has been 
shattered into fragments and then reassembled. The building’s form is the interlocking of three 
of these fragments which represent earth, air, and water. These three shards together concretize 
the 20th century conflicts. 

SDL | Extension to the Royal Ontario Museum | Toronto, Canada | 2007
The extension is situated at one of the most prominent intersections in Toronto and provides 
100,000 sq.f of exhibition space, a new entrance and lobby, street level retail and three new 
restaurants. SDL also renovated ten galleries in the existing historic building as part of this 
project. The geometric intersection of two new galleries creates a void known as the Spirit 
House. It rises from below ground to fourth floor and is criss-crossed by bridges.

SDL | Extension to the Denver Art Museum | Denver, USA | 2006
The Extension to the Denver Art Museum, The Frederic C. Hamilton Building, is an expansion and 
addition to the existing museum, designed by the Italian Architect Gio Ponti. The 146,000-square-
foot project is designed as part of a composition of public spaces, monuments and gateways in 
this developing part of the city, tying together downtown, the Civic Center, and forming a strong 
connection to the golden triangle neighborhood.

SDL | Grand Canal Theatre | Dublin, Ireland | 2010
The Grand Canal Theatre and Grand Canal Commercial Development in Dublin features a 2,000-seat performing arts centre and a 375,000-sq.f leasable office and retail space. The theatre is at 
the heart of the Grand Canal Harbour development, a movement to revitalize the docklands. The theatre becomes the main façade of a large public piazza. With the dramatic theatre elevation as 
a backdrop and platforms for viewing, the piazza itself becomes a stage for civic gathering.
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Our proposal provides direct links between the urban + the garden, the 
performance + the exhibition, the water + the land, the public + the personal.

Contemporary art changes over time, the demands placed on gallery space are 
more than exhibitions of 2D works hung on white walls. We cannot make any 
assumptions as to what an artist’s work may be. 

Innovation becomes inherent in each cultural space in the precinct. Museums 
are no longer repositories of the past. The cultural amenity includes new forms 
of creative expression, community + social events, digital artwork, transient 
artistic happenings and temporary installations. 

The performing arts centre and the new art museum will be fully integrated into 
the site and flexible for a variety of exhibition + performance. They are conceived 
not as two separate buildings, but a singular experience juxtaposed + inextricably 
linked via the Artscape, flowing from exhibition to performance space into sub-
tropical gardens. 

These new constructions signal to the city and the world beyond the great 
promise of the cultural district. The buildings are visible from adjacent islands 
with the Artscape providing a buffer to residential districts to the south.

The Artscape provides for outdoor exhibitions + recreation, the people interacting 
with the art will create vitality. A covered integrated amphitheatre allows for year 
round, all weather performance with a green bridge linking to an Arts Walk to the 
beach via Chevron Island. 

The bridge provides a dramatic proscenium to the performance and is conceived 
as a performance space in and of itself – a double-helix with planting spaces. 

Additional linkage includes public ferry or river taxi serving the Nerang River, the 
cultural district and coast. We anticipate development of Site B for transport 
connectivity. Surface parking has been consolidated into lightweight parking 
garages with photovoltaic panels that will service public charge stations for 
electric vehicles. Previous surface parking will be opened up for sustainable 
uses through this consolidation. Rainwater will be harvested + recycled for use 
in the buildings and WSUD landscape.

The public realm is framed by our thorough appreciation of the seasonal sub 
tropical Gold Coast weather + humidity. Responsiveness is achieved through 
permeability, spatial adaptability and a blurring of thresholds between landscape 
+ building with shade + shelter promoting a more engaging place animated with 
people at all times of the year. Landscape by its fundamental nature transforms 
and develops over a period of time. 

Our approach is structured with attention given to the immediate impact and 
robust enough for the dynamics of change and growth. 

The Artscape is a spectacular reintroduction of the cultural precinct to its 
immediate urban environment and to the world, a catalyst for cultural invention + 
celebration. 
The Artscape engages the shoreline with exhibition space, contemplative space, 
sub-tropical gardens and creates a holistic city-wide integration of the performing 
arts facility and arts museum. All three components; Artscape, performing arts 
centre and arts museum, create a seamless experience for the visitor. 
Smaller pavilions are provided throughout to allow for arts studios, shops, cafes 
and performance spaces with temporal and spatial adaptability and 
programmability so that the precinct affords an infinite range of engagement, 
from large scale events to informal interventions. This creates a decentralized + 
democratic theme that anchors the ethos of our proposal.
We embrace the waterfront’s environmentally vulnerable context. 

Our design for the cultural precinct creates interplay between gardens + cultural 
buildings, blending them seamlessly into one mission, creating an ecologically 
sensitive civic space and joyful place distinctly configured for the City of Gold 
Coast for the 21st century.
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1: GREEN BRIDGE
2: AMPHITHEATRE
3: LIVING ARTS CENTRE
4: NEW ARTS MUSEUM
5: CAR PARK BUILDINGS

6: CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
7: RIVERSIDE BUILDING
8: EVANDALE LAKE
9: POTENTIAL FERRY STOPS
10: PAVILLIONS
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SITE B

Connects to Artwalk to + from beach

River Taxi + Waterfront Activation

Desitination Marker on 
Existing Road Network

Pleasure Boats             .

Water’s edge activation intervention

Future Connectivity Hub at Site B

Jewels rising from the Landscape

Epic Events.

Point + Counterpoint                      .
 

.               Views to + from

.        Key Elements in 
Gold Coast City Marker Sequence 

Drama of Arrival Over + Through

Performance                .

Social Interaction                            .
Arrival + Orientation

a Place for Joyous Celebration 

.         Journey through tapestry 
.                   of Landscape + Visual Arts

.        City Connectivity Hub 

The unencumbered space reinforces + enables the linkages 
sought between the counterpoints. The aesthetic ambition is 
for an environment not found anywhere else in Australia - a 
place apart, a fresh approach to urban cultural vitality. This 
transformation is bespoke + unique with the novel ambience 
capable of supporting all the elements of life necessary to 
create a vibrant precinct rich in vitality and sustainable social, 
cultural, environmental and economic diversity.

Our vision for a unique precinct character includes a rich 
landscape tapestry with canopy cover using indigenous tree 
species, native ground cover, seasonal diversity in texture 
colours + scent, combined with robust hard landscaping 
elements that recognize the indigenous + migrant heritage of 
the place and new civic + cultural context. The landscaped is 
superimposed with a dramatic assemblage of armatures 
resistant to a directed navigation of the site, promoting 
incidental + adaptable engagement with the artscape. 



Top Left: View looking west to Green Bridge 
Bottom Left: View looking North showing Living Arts Centre on left and New Arts Museum on right
Right: Anticipated Artscape Activity + Landscape Character images Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Design Competition  
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Top Left: View to new Living Arts Centre
Top Right: View from Amphitheatre to New Arts Museum
Bottom Left: View from tip of cultural precinct looking west showing New Arts Museum
Bottom Right: Anticipated Spatial + Material Quality Character images 

THE WOHL CENTRE 
BAR-ILAN UNIVERSITY

Ramat-Gan, Israel

ENTRANCE LOBBY DOUBLES AS AN EVENT SPACE AUDITORIUM

NIGHT VIEW

CRYSTALS AT CITYCENTER
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

MAIN ENTRANCEGRAND STAIR AND ATRIUM

AERIAL VIEW OF CITYCENTER SITE

SKYLIGHTS DETAIL




